Main clinical and surgical outcomes of crossbite treatment: a concise systematic review
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Abstract

Introduction: In the crossbite scenario, the prevalence of malocclusion is 56%, with 10% of crossbites in the primary dentition, 11% in the mixed dentition, and 5% in the permanent dentition. The etiology is multifactorial and early diagnosis of crossbite is essential to reduce the risk of dental, alveolar, and skeletal malocclusions. In this sense, malocclusions are a disorder that is increasingly present in the population.

Objective: It was to carry out a concise systematic review of the main considerations of crossbite and malocclusions. Methods: The PRISMA Platform systematic review rules were followed. The search was carried out from June to September 2023 in the Scopus, PubMed, Science Direct, Scielo, and Google Scholar databases. The quality of the studies was based on the GRADE instrument and the risk of bias was analyzed according to the Cochrane instrument.

Results and Conclusion: A total 117 articles were found, and 22 articles were evaluated in full and 13 were included and developed in the present systematic review study. Considering the Cochrane tool for risk of bias, the overall assessment resulted in 7 studies with a high risk of bias and 43 studies that did not meet GRADE. Early bite correction will provide benefits, restoring the normal redirection of the eruption of permanent teeth, providing correction of asymmetries in condylar positioning, and favoring ideal occlusion. Furthermore, early expansion with a removable expansion plate is a successful method for correcting crossbites and increasing intermolar width in the early phase of mixed dentition. Results remain stable until comprehensive treatment of the permanent dentition begins. Rapid maxillary expansion is a resource of great value to the orthodontist that can be used to treat maxillary transverse deficiencies.
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Introduction

In the crossbite scenario, the prevalence of malocclusion is 56%, with 10% of crossbites in the primary dentition, 11% in the mixed dentition, and 5% in the permanent dentition [1,2]. The etiology is multifactorial and may be related to heredity, oral breathing, sucking habits, and factors of occlusal kinetic origin (for example, interference caused by deciduous canines [3,4]).

In this context, early diagnosis of crossbite is essential to reduce the risk of dental, alveolar, and skeletal malocclusions, with aesthetic problems and consequent psychosocial impact [1]. The age at which the therapy is performed has psychological effects on the patient and the occurrence of crossbite in the primary dentition promotes changes in craniofacial growth with deleterious consequences proportional to the child’s chronological age [2,3].

Thus, malocclusions are a disorder that is increasingly present in the population. The morphology of dental arches is of great importance for adequate chewing, phonic, and aesthetic action, as well as for swallowing, breathing, and facial harmony. The imbalance of the stomatognathic system is characterized by a disharmony between the dental, skeletal, and muscular structures [5].

Maxillary atresia is a dentofacial deformity of multifactorial origin, characterized by the narrowing of the upper arch in the transverse direction, causing a divergence to the mandible. This atresia is often associated with respiratory and phonic problems, generating a unilateral or bilateral posterior crossbite, in
addition to dental crowding and high palate. After the diagnosis of atresia, the therapeutic goal is to achieve a normal occlusion, in which the maxilla and mandible maintain a harmonious relationship with each other [5,6].

As a corollary, functional crossbite must receive early treatment, because, on the side where there is the crossbite, the condyle is displaced upwards and backward, or commonly positioned in the glenoid cavity [7]. On the opposite side, the condyle is displaced downwards and forward, leaving the bite with a tendency towards class II on the crossed side and class III. If this transverse deficiency is not treated prematurely, the patient, at the end of the growth phase, will experience mandibular asymmetry due to the remodeling of the TMJ structures [8].

The rapid expansion of the maxilla initially described by Angell in 1860 is one of the means for treating posterior crossbites. This technique is characterized by the opening of the median palatal suture and the disorganization of the other sutures of the craniofacial complex, generating changes at the dental and skeletal levels. To perform this technique, some types of devices are used, such as the Haas circuit-breaker device, the Hyrax circuit-breaker device, and the McNamara circuit-breaker device [9].

Therefore, the present study aimed to carry out a concise systematic review of the main considerations of crossbite and malocclusions.

Methods
Study Design
The systematic review rules of the PRISMA Platform Available at: www.prisma-statement.org/ were followed. Accessed on: 08/22/2023.

Data Sources and Research Strategy
The search strategies for this systematic review were based on the keywords (MeSH Terms): "Crossbite. Malocclusion. Early expansion. Rapid expansion". The search was carried out from June to September 2023 in the Web of Science, Scopus, PubMed, Science Direct, Scielo, and Google Scholar databases. Furthermore, a combination of keywords with the Booleans "OR", "AND" and the "NOT" operator was used to target scientific articles of interest.

Quality of Studies, Eligibility of Articles, and Risk of Bias
Following GRADE recommendations, the quality of scientific evidence in the studies covered was classified as high, moderate, low, or very low, according to the risk of evidence bias, sample size, clarity of comparisons, precision, and consistency of effects. of the analyses. High-quality evidence was assigned using four criteria: 1) Randomized or prospective controlled clinical trials; 2) Retrospective clinical trials or case series; 3) Sample size greater than 15 participants; 4) Studies with statistically well-designed results; 5) Studies published in indexed journals and with a significant impact factor; 6) descriptive, interpretative, theoretical (credibility of methods) and pragmatic validity.

The Cochrane Instrument was adopted to assess the risk of bias of the studies chosen using the Cohen Test to calculate the effect size – the magnitude of the difference in results between the studies covered in this study (Effect Size) versus the Inverse of the Standard Error (precision or sample size) to determine the Risk of Bias of the studies using the Funnel Plot graph.

Results and Discussion
Summary of Findings
A total of 117 articles were found. Initially, duplication of articles was excluded. After this process, the abstracts were evaluated and a new exclusion was carried out, removing articles that did not include the topic of this article, resulting in 37 articles. A total of 22 articles were evaluated in full and 13 were included and developed in the present systematic review study (Figure 1). Considering the Cochrane tool for risk of bias, the overall assessment resulted in 7 studies with a high risk of bias and 43 studies that did not meet GRADE.

Figure 1. Flowchart showing the article selection process.
Figure 2 presents the results of the risk of bias of the studies using the Funnel Plot, showing the calculation of the Effect Size (Magnitude of the difference) using the Cohen Test (d). The sample size was determined indirectly by the inverse of the standard error (1/Standard Error). This graph presented symmetrical behavior, not suggesting a significant risk of bias, both between studies with a small sample size (lower precision) that are shown at the base of the graph and in studies with a large sample size that are presented in the upper region.

Figure 2. The symmetric funnel plot suggests no risk of bias among the small sample size studies that are shown at the bottom of the plot. High confidence and high recommendation studies are shown above the graph (NTotal = 13 clinical studies evaluated in full in the systematic review).

**Major Findings - Crossbite**

Following the objective of this review work, it was found that a retrospective cohort study evaluated the long-term effects of interceptive orthodontic treatment with a removable expander plate, based on transverse, sagittal, and vertical parameters. 90 patients who required interceptive treatment due to crossbite or space deficiency were included. Records consisting of clinical photos, radiographs, and digital models were collected for evaluation at two moments: the beginning of interceptive treatment (T0) and the beginning of comprehensive treatment (T1). After expansion with removable appliances, a significant increase in intermolar width was achieved and could be maintained during the observation period (p<0.001). However, no significant changes were observed to overjet, overbite, or sagittal occlusion of the molars. Crossbite correction was successful in 86.9% of patients with unilateral crossbite and 75.0% of patients with bilateral crossbite (p<0.001) [10].

In this regard, Angell, in 1860, reported the first case of rapid maxillary disjunction, verifying the opening of the median palatal suture through clinical evidence such as the widening of the maxillary bone base and the appearance of diastema between the upper central incisors. Due to a lack of studies Angell was discredited, however, almost a century later other researchers returned to exploring the topic [2,3,11].

Maxillary expansion was considered a high-risk procedure by renowned authors such as Angle and Case in the United States. In Europe, the procedure was successfully developed mainly by Korkhaus, which aroused the interest of other researchers, such as Brodie and Haas. Haas began to develop studies in pigs and then in patients that resulted in the development of the device that bore his name -- the Haas circuit breaker --, widely used to this day [1,12].

After analyzing the results, Haas found that the small pressure that appeared after activating the screw quickly disappeared; in some cases, it was possible to observe injuries to the soft tissue of the palate below the acrylic portion; changes occurred in the dimensions of the nasal cavity, intermolar and inter incisor distances; there was an increase in the lower intermolar distance; in the vertical direction, the opening of the median palatal suture occurred in a triangular shape with the apex facing the nasal cavity; diastema between the upper central incisors; in the analysis of normal lateral cephalograms, point A moved forward in all cases and downwards in only five cases, causing a clockwise rotation of the mandible [3,12,13].

Subsequently, the use of the Haas circuit breaker became a method increasingly used by orthodontists in the 1960s as an aid in the treatment of cases with maxillary atresia. The device is tooth-much supported and attempts to divide the activation force between the teeth and the palate, concluding that it has been the most beneficial in the treatment of class III and pseudoclass III malocclusions, cases of severe maxillary atresia and patients with nasal insufficiency, enabling that mouth breathers become nasal breathers [12].

In addition to the expected increase in the width of the dental arch, the device also generates high palatal expansion, which corresponds to a significant transverse increase in the deep region of the palate. Clinical evidence of separation of the maxillary processes is achieved by the gradual opening of the diastema between the upper central incisors. The recommended activation protocol will depend on the patient's age and may be 1/4 turn in the morning and 1/4 turn in the evening or 2/4 turn in the morning and 2/4 turn at night. The success of the treatment will depend on the retention time, with three months being recommended with the breaker, followed by six months with an acrylic plate removable [13].
Because the Haas circuit breaker is difficult to clean, Biederman proposed the Hyrax circuit breaker, which does not have an acrylic coating on the palate, making cleaning easier. It is formed by a stainless steel wire buccal bar, an expanding vise located in the center of the median palatal suture, and metal extensions welded to the bands of the upper first molars and first permanent premolars. Its activation is similar to the Haas circuit breaker and must remain stabilized for three months for complete sutural ossification [1,2].

The McNamara breaker was developed with concern for the vertical control of the posterior-superior teeth after expansion, as in the Hyrax breaker there is a greater tendency for the upper molars to procline. The device consists of a metal structure made of 1.0mm stainless steel wire, which fits on the palatal surfaces of the posterior teeth. It is welded to the Hyrax-type expansion screw, in addition to having an acrylic occlusal cover, extending from the palate of the posterior teeth, passing through the occlusal surfaces and ending in the region cervical, by vestibular of the aforementioned group of teeth. The breaker device with occlusal covering recommended by McNamara proved to be well-indicated for patients with a vertical growth pattern at an early age, as it allows the control of the vertical displacement of the maxilla and mandible [2,4].

Some variables that may interfere with the success of maxillary disjunction therapy and the amount of orthopedic expansion are the patient's advancing age, with earlier stages presenting greater orthopedic changes; the magnitude of applied force, and the type of expander used. Early bite correction will provide benefits, restoring the normal redirection of the eruption of permanent teeth, providing correction of asymmetries in condylar positioning, and favoring ideal occlusion [1,2,4].

Rapid maxillary expansion is a resource of great value to the orthodontist that can be used to treat maxillary transverse deficiencies, chronic nasal incapacity that exhibits respiratory problems, and problems associated with arch length. The three devices, despite having differences between them, are equally efficient and produce similar results, with the main dental-skeletal changes being the opening of the median palatal suture, causing a transverse increase in the maxilla, nasal cavity, and interdental distances and also in the perimeter. of the dental arch [1,7].

Conclusion

Early bite correction will provide benefits, restoring the normal redirection of the eruption of permanent teeth, providing correction of asymmetries in condylar positioning, and favoring ideal occlusion. Furthermore, early expansion with a removable expansion plate is a successful method for correcting crossbites and increasing intermolar width in the early phase of mixed dentition. Results remain stable until comprehensive treatment of the permanent dentition begins. Rapid maxillary expansion is a resource of great value to the orthodontist that can be used to treat maxillary transverse deficiencies.
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